THE FARM PRODUCTS MARKETING ACT  
(C.C.S.M. c. F47)

Chicken Broiler Quota Order, amendment*

Regulation 11/2011  
Registered February 17, 2011

Manitoba Regulation 228/2006 amended  
1 The *Chicken Broiler Quota Order*, Manitoba Regulation 228/2006,  
is amended by this Order.

2 Section 15 is replaced with the following:

Cap on permit  
15 No producer will be allotted a Temporary Market Allotment Permit  
under section 14 with respect to a category of chicken broiler which exceeds in  
aggregate 25% of the market allotment for that category of chicken broiler allotted  
to such producer by the board.

3 The following section is added immediately after section 18:

Temporary production permits  
18.1 The board will, in connection with any Temporary Market Allotment  
Permit issued by it, issue a Temporary Production Permit to the permit holder  
indicating the maximum number of chicken broilers of a category that the producer  
has been authorized to produce in connection with the Temporary Market Allotment  
Permit.

4 Section 19 is replaced with the following:

Permits for research  
19 The board may issue a Temporary Production Permit and a Temporary  
Market Allotment Permit to a non-registered person to permit the production and  
marketing of chicken broiler for teaching or research purposes provided that  

(a) the board is satisfied that such chicken broiler will be raised and marketed  
under conditions satisfactory to the board; and

* This order is made under the *Manitoba Chicken Broiler Producers Marketing  
Plan Regulation*, Manitoba Regulation 246/2004, and is Order No. 1, 2010 of  
Manitoba Chicken Producers.
(b) satisfactory arrangements have been made with respect to the payment of any penalties in connection with any activities of the applicant which may be inconsistent with the terms and conditions established by the board in issuing a Temporary Production Permit and a Temporary Market Allotment Permit to the applicant.

5 Section 33 is replaced with the following:

Production prohibited without a production quota

33 No person shall raise or keep a chicken broiler of any category unless a production quota or a Temporary Production Permit has been allotted to such person in respect to that category.

6 Section 34 is replaced with the following:

No excess production

34 No producer shall produce a number of chicken broilers of any category in any marketing cycle in excess of the production quota allotted to such person for that category in that marketing cycle or in excess of the Temporary Production Permit issued to such person for that category.

7 Section 35 is replaced with the following:

No marketings without a market allotment

35 No producer shall market a chicken broiler of any category in intra-provincial trade unless a basic allotment and a market allotment have been allotted to such producer in respect of that category or unless a Temporary Market Allotment Permit has been allotted to such person for that category.
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